Abstract-In the past, logics of several kinds have been proposed for reasoning about discrete-time or continuous-time Markov chains. Most of these logics rely on either state labels (atomic propositions) or on transition labels (actions). However, in several applications it is useful to reason about both state properties and action sequences. For this purpose, we introduce the logic asCSL which provides a powerful means to characterize execution paths of Markov chains with actions and state labels. asCSL can be regarded as an extension of the purely state-based logic CSL (continuous stochastic logic). In asCSL, path properties are characterized by regular expressions over actions and state formulas. Thus, the truth value of path formulas depends not only on the available actions in a given time interval, but also on the validity of certain state formulas in intermediate states. We compare the expressive power of CSL and asCSL and show that even the state-based fragment of asCSL is strictly more expressive than CSL if time intervals starting at zero are employed. Using an automaton-based technique, an asCSL formula and a Markov chain with actions and state labels are combined into a product Markov chain. For time intervals starting at zero, we establish a reduction of the model checking problem for asCSL to CSL model checking on this product Markov chain. The usefulness of our approach is illustrated with an elaborate model of a scalable cellular communication system, for which several properties are formalized by means of asCSL formulas and checked using the new procedure.
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INTRODUCTION
B ESIDES being functionally correct, an ever larger share of computer and communication systems, especially in the area of embedded systems, has to meet severe performance and dependability constraints. Such constraints are typically formalized in a stochastic framework. To reason about such stochastic phenomena, a variety of high-level models such as stochastic Petri nets, stochastic process algebras, queueing networks, etc., have been established; see [1] . Typically, the verification of quantitative properties relies on a transformation of these high-level models into a (finite-state) Markov chain, on which the actual analysis is carried out.
For the model-based verification of functional properties, temporal logics provide powerful means to specify complex requirements that a system has to satisfy; see [2] . Over the past 10 years, several researchers have adapted the temporal-logic approach to reason about probabilistic properties. One result of these efforts is the logic CSL (continuous stochastic logic), introduced in [3] and extended in [4] , which is a continuous-time variant of PCTL (probabilistic computational tree logic) [5] , that can be used as specification formalism for performance and dependability properties. For instance, the CSL formula P !0:99 ðlegal U 5 goalÞ specifies the state-property asserting that "there is at least a 99 percent probability to reach a goal state within the next five time units while passing only legal states before." The goal states and legal states can be formalized, e.g., by atomic propositions that are attached to the states or by complex CSL-formulas. A so-called steadystate operator allows reasoning about stationary probabilities. Formula S !0:75 ðgreenÞ states that, in equilibrium, the accumulated probability mass for green states is at least 75 percent. An extension of CSL to reason about rewards has been introduced in [6] . Notice that the specification of these measures is completely state-oriented.
For action-oriented modeling formalisms, such as stochastic process algebra, CSL is not an adequate specification formalism, since it is not possible to characterize sequences of actions. In [7] an action-based variant of CSL, called aCSL, was proposed, and, in [8] , it was shown how to employ this logic for performability modeling.
Although the state-labeled and action-labeled approaches are similar in their expressivity and transformations between them can be provided as in the nonstochastic case [9] , reasoning with doubly labeled models is often more intuitive, or even efficient. A similar observation was made in [10] for nonprobabilistic systems. A first step toward the combination of state-oriented and actionoriented features in logics for Markov chains is the logic aCSL+ [11] , which employs regular expressions for characterizing more general path-based properties.
In this paper, we introduce a new logic, called asCSL, (for CSL with actions and state labels), which combines aspects of all the above-mentioned logics. Preliminary work on logics similar to asCSL has been published in [12] and [13] . asCSL can be seen as being motivated either by the method of pathbased reward variables as described in [14] , or by the propositional dynamic logic [15] and extended linear temporal logic [16] . With asCSL, paths are characterized by regular expressions, also called programs, but, in addition, it is possible to express that a program is executable only if the current state satisfies a given state property. This provides an elegant way to reason about state-oriented and actionoriented behaviors. Unlike extended linear temporal logic [16] , we do not allow for !-regular expressions (representing infinite behavior). Instead, in asCSL, the regular expressions are used in combination with lower and upper time bounds. Thus, the switch from CSL to asCSL is orthogonal to the extension of PCTL, PCTL* [17] , which is concerned with specifying complex properties of infinite computations, whereas asCSL focuses on complex properties of finite computations with real-time constraints (e.g., hard or soft deadlines).
We finally note that we published a short conference paper on asCSL [18] that resulted from a joint effort to combine the two earlier extended abstracts on pathCSL [12] and SPDL [13] . The current paper extends that 10-page paper in that definitions of syntax and semantics are given in more detail, with more examples. Also, the sections that compare the expressive power with other logics as well as bisimulation results have been extended. Furthermore, the model checking procedure is described in more detail and an elaborated example is presented. Finally, to ease the reading of the paper, a running example illustrating the complete model checking procedure has been added. This paper is further organized as follows: In Section 2, we define Markov chains with actions and state labels. Section 3 presents syntax and semantics of the new logic asCSL. In Section 4, we relate asCSL to other logics, and, in Section 5, we present an important bisimulation equivalence property for asCSL. Section 6 is dedicated to the model checking procedure for asCSL. Throughout these sections, we use a "running example" to illustrate the new concepts. In Section 7, we then apply the new technique to a nontrivial example, in order to derive properties of the handover procedure in a cellular radio network. The paper ends with a short summary and conclusions.
MARKOV CHAINS WITH ACTIONS AND STATE LABELS
In this section, we explain the notation for Markov chains with actions and state labels. The reader is supposed to be familiar with Markov chains; see [19] . Action names are used to label the transitions. The state labels are drawn from a set AP of atomic propositions, which, e.g., can assert that the system (or one of its subprocesses) is at a certain control point or that a program variable has a certain value. A function L assigns to any state the set of atomic propositions that are assumed to hold in the given state.
Definition 1 (Markov chain with actions and state labels).
A continuous-time Markov chain with actions and state labels (ASMC) is a tuple M ¼ ðS; Act; AP; L; RÞ, where S is a finite set of states, Act is a finite set of action labels, AP is a finite set of atomic propositions, L : S ! 2 AP a state labeling function, and R : S Â Act Â S ! R R R R !0 is a rate matrix.
Notice that we do not explicitly define an initial state or an initial state distribution as these are not relevant for our purposes.
Example 2. Fig. 1 represents an ASMC that serves as a running example throughout this paper. It models a data transmission system that receives four data packets in a row and then processes them jointly. The set of states is given by S ¼ fs 1 ; . . . ; s 10 g, the set of actions is Act ¼ farrive; correct; no correct; retransmit; processg:
The rate matrix R becomes clear from Fig. 1 . In more detail, an arrival is modeled by action arrive. The transmission of data packets can be error-free (rate ) or erroneous (rate ). An erroneous packet might be corrected ðcorrect; Þ or the system might be unable to correct it ðno correct; Þ. In case it cannot be corrected, the buffer is emptied and all data packets have to be retransmitted ðretransmit; Þ. If all four data packets are error-free or corrected, the received data can be processed ðprocess; !Þ and the system awaits new data. The set of atomic propositions is AP ¼ fempty; full; errorg, with . where A is the set of absorbing states of M and Rðs i ; a i ; s iþ1 Þ > 0 for all 0 i n À 1. The sojourn time of an absorbing state is always 1.
We write paths as sequences of transitions, e.g., for the finite path above, we use the notation
Let be a finite or absorbing path as before, then ¼ n denotes the length of , i.e., the number of transitions in , and let ½i ¼ s i the ði þ 1Þst state . We refer to ðÞ ¼ P nÀ1 j¼0 t j as the execution time of . For t ðÞ, @t denotes the state that is occupied at time t on path , that is, @t ¼ ½k, where k is the smallest index for which t < P k j¼0 t j . We write ði; jÞ to denote the fragment of path starting at the ði þ 1Þst state s i and ending at the ðj þ 1Þst state s j (i j). In particular, ði; iÞ ¼ s i is a path of length 0.
If 1 and 2 are finite paths such that the first state of 2 agrees with the last state of 1 then the concatenation 1 2 is a path of length j 1 j þ j 2 j, which is defined in the obvious way. Similar notation is used if 2 is an infinite path. Path It describes the successful transmission, correction, and processing of three related data packets: 
SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF asCSL
The logic CSL (continuous stochastic logic) [3] , [4] specifies state-based properties for CTMCs, built out of propositional logic (with atoms q 2 AP), a steady-state operator that refers to the stationary probabilities, and a probabilistic operator for reasoning about transient state probabilities, but can also express other probabilistic properties with or without real-time constraints. We present here an extension of CSL, called asCSL, that allows one to specify probability bounds for action-sequences and state-sequences. Later, we will discuss the expressivity of asCSL in relation to that of other logics (Section 4), as well as the relation between the equivalence induced by asCSL and action-labeled and state-labeled bisimulation equivalence (Section 5).
Syntax of asCSL
The syntax of asCSL is defined according to Definition 5 (state formulas) and Definition 6 (programs or path formulas). Here, we assume that the sets Act of actions and AP of atomic propositions are fixed.
Definition 5 (State formulas of asCSL). State formulas of asCSL are given by the following grammar:
where q 2 AP is an atomic proposition, p 2 ½0; 1 denotes a probability value, ffl 2 f<; ; >; !g a comparison operator, I ¼ ½t; t 0 R R R R !0 a time interval, and a program as defined in Definition 6. We refer to I as a path formula and use È to denote the set of state formulas of asCSL.
The logical connectives : and _ have their usual meaning. Using negation : and disjunction _, the constants true, false, and all other Boolean connectives such as conjunction^, implication ! , etc., can be derived. The so-called steady-state operator S fflp ðÞ asserts that the probability of being in a -state in the long run obeys the bound ffl p. The operator P fflp ð I Þ asserts that the probability measure of all infinite paths which have a prefix that satisfies I , where is a program and I is a real interval specifying the time bound, obeys the bound ffl p. We omit the time interval I if I ¼ ½0; 1, which does not impose any proper real-time constraints. If I ¼ ½0; t, we write t instead.
The program specifies a property for finite paths via a regular set of finite words whose atomic symbols are pairs ð; bÞ (when no confusion can arise, we sometimes simply write b) consisting of an asCSL-state formula (which is viewed as a test for the current state of a path) and an action Formula È states that the probability that the buffer is full after at most 7.3 time units, the last packet contains a correctable error, and that all other packets are either error-free or with correctable error, is at most 10 percent.
Semantics of asCSL
The formal semantics of asCSL is provided by means of a satisfaction relation for the state and path formulas. In the following, we assume a fixed ASMC M ¼ ðS; Act; AP; L; RÞ. For state s in M and state formula , M; s means that the state property specified by holds for s. Similarly, for an infinite path &, M; & I denotes that the behavior specified by the path formula I is fulfilled by &. The formal definition of the satisfaction relation for the state and path formulas is by structural induction on the syntax of the formulas.
Definition 10 (Semantics of asCSL). The satisfaction relation
for the state formulas is defined as follows: 
COMPARISON OF EXPRESSIVE POWER
In the following sections, we discuss the expressivity of asCSL in relation to that of CSL, aCSL, and aCSL+.
asCSL versus CSL
We now study the relation between asCSL and CSL [3] , [4] . The syntax of CSL-state formulas is as in asCSL, except for the probabilistic operator which takes as input a probability bound ffl p (as in asCSL) and a CSL-path formula of the form 1 U I 2 or X I (rather than a time-bounded asCSL program I ). U I is called time-bounded until operator and X I a time-bounded next step operator. For the formal definition of the syntax and semantics of CSL, we refer to [4] . Intuitively, 1 U I 2 asserts that there is some time point t 2 I such that the given path is in a 2 -state at time point t and in 1 -states at all earlier time points. Similarly, the CSL-path formula X I holds for a path & if the second state in & fulfills and the first transition in & is taken at some time point t 2 I.
A CSL formula is said to be equivalent to an asCSL formula iff for any ASMC M and all states s in M, holds for s iff holds for s in the underlying CTMC of M. We now discuss the possibilities to express the CSL modalities U I and X I in asCSL by providing asCSL formulas that are similar to the CSL formulas P fflp ð 1 U I 2 Þ and P fflp ðX I Þ. We first observe that state-based formulas that abstract from the action sequences and use CSL-like time-bounded operators can be derived from the syntax of asCSL path formulas. A CSL-like time-bounded until operator U I is obtained in asCSL as follows:
. . is an infinite path in an ASMC, then
P iÀ1 k¼0 t k 2 I, and s j 1 for all j < i. From this, we may derive the time-bounded eventually-operator
We then have & Å Á I (as opposed to the CSL formula Å I ) iff there exists some index i with s i and P iÀ1 k¼0 t k 2 I. For instance, P 0:05 ðÅ Á 5 errorÞ states that the probability to reach an error state within five time units is at most 0.05. Its dual, the time-bounded always-operator, is obtained (as in CSL) by using the duality of the temporal modalities "eventually" and "always" and the duality of lower and upper probability bounds. For instance, we may define
Intuitively, the above asCSL formula states that continuously holds in the time interval I with probability at least p. In an analogous way, time-bounded always with other probability bounds can be defined.
A CSL-like time-bounded next operator can be expressed as 4. We will use calligraphic letters U and X for the until and next step operators in asCSL and the letters U and X for until and next step operators in CSL. the time interval I. In fact, as long as we restrict our attention to time bounds of the form t or < t where t 2 R R R R [ f1g, then CSL can be viewed as a sublogic of asCSL. More precisely, any CSL formula can be transformed into an equivalent asCSL formula by replacing X /t with X /t and U /t with U /t , where / 2 f<; g. (The proof can be provided by induction on the length of the given CSL formula.) Thus, we obtain: Proposition 12. CSL with lower time bound equal to zero is a sublogic of asCSL.
For time bounds specified by intervals I with inf I > 0, there is a slight difference between the semantics of the 
;t nÀ1 s n À! a n ;t n s nþ1 : such that
Note that the CSL semantics captures the possibility of time passage in the 2 -state s n , whereas the asCSL semantics requires the 2 -state to be entered at some time instant 2 ½t; t 0 . However, assuming 1 and 2 to be disjoint (i.e., 1^2 false) the CSL semantics and asCSL semantics of the until operator agree. In case 1 and 2 can hold in the same state, the CSL and the asCSL semantics of the until operator are different.
We now restrict our attention to the fragment of CSL and asCSL where inf I ¼ 0 for all time intervals I. It is not surprising that asCSL formulas that refer to the action labels in a nontrivial way cannot be expressed by CSL formulas. For example, there is no CSL formula which is equivalent to the asCSL formula ¼ P !1 À ðtrue; aÞ; ðtrue; bÞ Á which holds exactly for those states where all outgoing paths start with action a followed by b. For instance, in the ASMC shown in Fig. 3 , states s 1 and s 2 differ only in the action-name of the outgoing transition, but have the same labeling fgreeng and exit rate. Hence, they fulfill the same CSL formulas, 5 but s 1 and s 2 can be distinguished by the asCSL formula as we have s 1 and s 2 6 . We finally restrict ourselves to the state-based fragment of asCSL, i.e., the fragment of asCSL in which the programs are regular expressions using the atoms ð; ActÞ and ð; p Þ. First, we observe that the asCSL formula ¼ P fflp ððtrue; ActÞ; ðq; ActÞ; ðp; ActÞÞ;
where p 20; 1½ and q; p 2 AP cannot be described in CSL.
We skip here a formal argument, but observe that states a nontrivial probability bound for reaching a q-state with the first transition and a p-state with the second transition. In CSL, however, we can formalize the possibility to reach a q-state followed by a p-state via two next step operators, but each of them has to be augmented with a probability bound.
A final example that illustrates that even the state-based fragment of asCSL is strictly more expressive than CSL is given by the asCSL formula 0 ¼ P >0 ððtrue; ActÞ; ðq; ActÞÞ Ã ; ðp; p Þ ð Þ ;
which states that a p-state is reachable via a finite path where any state at an odd position is labeled by q. Using a formal argument similar to [16] , it can be shown that there is no CSL formula equivalent to 0 .
asCSL versus aCSL and aCSL+
The logic aCSL [7] is the action-based counterpart of CSL, just as aCTL [20] is the action-based counterpart of CTL. aCSL, which does not provide atomic propositions, is interpreted over a CTMC with action labels only, i.e., an ASMC without state labeling. Similar to CSL, aCSL offers a probability operator (P fflp ) and a steady-state operator (S fflp ). In aCSL, only time intervals with lower time bound equal to zero can be defined. Similar to aCTL, aCSL offers means to characterize satisfying paths via action-decorated versions of the next and until operators. As we have shown for CSL, it can also be demonstrated that every aCSL formula can be translated into an equivalent asCSL formula. Using an argument similar to the one in Section 4.1, it can be proven that asCSL is strictly more expressive than aCSL. In [11] , the logic aCSL+ was introduced; it extends aCSL in two ways:
. aCSL+ supports atomic propositions and its semantic model is an ASMC (as in the case of asCSL), and . satisfying paths are characterized by regular expressions of actions, but not tests. By means of elementary examples, it can be shown that, using the test feature of asCSL, it becomes possible to differentiate between paths which were indistinguishable in aCSL+.
asCSL-EQUIVALENCE AND BISIMULATION
It is well-known that bisimulation equivalence on CTMCs is the coarsest equivalence that identifies all states of a CTMC fulfilling the same CSL formulas [21] , [4] , [22] . We now establish a similar result for asCSL, which we need in the 5 . Formally, this follows from the observation that s 1 and s 2 are bisimulation equivalent in the underlying CTMC (see Section 5). correctness proof of the model checking algorithm presented in Section 6. 
Definition 13 (Bisimulation equivalence
Bisimulation equivalence can be viewed as a refinement of ordinary lumpability of Markov chains [23] , [24] , since bisimulation equivalence takes both the state labeling and the action labeling into account. It essentially agrees with Markovian bisimulation for action-labeled Markov chains as introduced in [25] , [26] (which takes the action labeling, but not the state labeling, into account).
In the following, asCSL-equivalence denotes the equivalence relation which identifies exactly those states that cannot be distinguished by asCSL formulas. We now show that bisimulation equivalence on ASMCs agrees with asCSL-equivalence. Using structural induction on the syntax of state formulas and programs of asCSL, the preservation property for asCSL and bisimulation equivalence can be established in the following sense finally yields the claim. Thus, bisimulation-equivalent states are asCSL-equivalent. To show the converse, similar arguments as in [22] can be used, to obtain: Proposition 14. Bisimulation equivalence for ASMCs agrees with asCSL-equivalence.
More precisely, using the arguments of [22] , it can be shown that even the sublogic of asCSL consisting of formulas built by conjunctions of atomic propositions and probabilistic formulas with upper time bounds and programs consisting of the base symbols ð; bÞ is sufficient to provide a characterization of bisimulation equivalence for ASMCs.
As Markovian testing equivalence [27] is weaker than bisimulation equivalence, states that fulfill the same asCSL formulas are also Markovian testing equivalent.
MODEL CHECKING asCSL
The model checking procedure for asCSL is similar to that for CTL [28] . Given the asCSL state formula and an ASMC M, we successively consider the subformulas of and calculate the satisfaction sets Sat M ð Þ ¼ fs 2 SjM; s g. and check whether it lies within the specified bound ffl p. The approach to calculate the values Prob M ðs; I Þ is to build the product of M and a finite automaton A (representing the program ), which yields a new Markov chain, denoted M Â A , and then to apply the CSL model checking procedure to calculate the probabilities in M Â A to reach a state hs 0 ; qi, with s 0 a state in M and q an accepting state in A , within the time interval I. Section 6.1 is devoted to the construction of the automaton A from the program , whereas Section 6.2 presents the construction of the product Markov chain M Â A .
The Program Automaton A
Since programs are regular expressions, we can apply standard techniques to construct a finite automaton for a given program. We call this a nondeterministic program automaton (NPA).
Definition 15 (NPA). An NPA is a quintuple
where Z is a finite set of states, AE 0 is a finite subset of AE (the input alphabet), 6 : Z Â AE 0 ! 2 Z is the transition function, Z 0 Z is the set of initial states, and F Z is the set of accepting (final) states. LðAÞ ðAE 0 Þ Ã denotes the accepted language of A, which is defined in the standard way.
We now describe how a program automaton A can be used to describe the path set Path M fin ðÞ for a program . Thus, we consider NPA as acceptors for finite paths in M (rather than as acceptors for finite words over the alphabet AE 0 ). The intuitive behavior of an NPA A for the input path ¼ sÀ! a;t 0 is as follows: The automaton starts in one of its initial states z 0 2 Z 0 . If the current automaton state is z, then A chooses nondeterministically between one of the outgoing transitions zÀ! b z 0 , where s and either b ¼ p or b ¼ a, and then moves to state z 0 . In the latter case, i.e., if b ¼ a, A proceeds in the same way for state z 0 and the path 0 . In the former case, i.e., if b ¼ p , no input symbol is consumed, i.e., the procedure is repeated with state z 0 and the path . If there is no outgoing transition from z which can be taken for the input path , then A rejects. As soon as A reaches a final state (a state in F ) and the whole input path has been consumed, the automaton accepts.
The acceptance for paths is defined by means of runs, which are sequences of automaton states that can be generated by the operational behavior of A as sketched above, as defined formally in the following definition:
Definition 16 (Runs in NPA, accepted paths). Let A be an NPA and M an ASMC as above, z 2 Z, and a finite path in M. Then, we define Runsðz; Þ as the greatest set of sequences z; z 1 ; . . . ; z n 2 Z þ such that the following two conditions are fulfilled: We now extend the transition function of A to a transition relation M , which associates with any pair ðZ 0 ; Þ consisting of a set Z 0 of automaton states and a finite path in the ASMC M, the set of automaton states z such that z is the last state of a run for that starts in a Z 0 -state. The idea behind the definition of M is similar to the definition of the transition relation of the deterministic finite automaton obtained from A (viewed as an acceptor for finite words) via the standard power set construction. However, the following remark shows that the process of making the NPA deterministic as an acceptor for finite paths in M has to be done "in conjunction" with M.
Remark 19. An NPA A ¼ ðZ; AE 0 ; ; Z 0 ; F Þ is called deterministic if Z 0 is a singleton set and jðz; bÞj 1 for all states z 2 Z and input symbols b 2 AE 0 . Given a deterministic NPA A, the "behavior" of A for an input word over AE 0 is deterministic, i.e., there is at most one run, whereas the "behavior" of a deterministic NPA A for an input path can be nondeterministic, even if A does not contain For Z 0 ¼ Z 0 , we obtain that M ðZ 0 ; Þ consists of all automaton states that can be reached via an initial run for . From this observation, we obtain:
Proposition 22. If is a program and A an NPA with
LðÞ ¼ LðAÞ, then we have
Example 23. We consider the ASMC of the running example shown in Fig. 1 and the program of Example 9. The corresponding program automaton A ¼ A is shown in Fig. 4 . Consider the finite path
with arbitrary sojourn times in the states. We then havê
The path 1 belongs to Path M fin ðA Þ, because
For the following path,
we have
This path is not contained in Paths M fin ðA Þ.
The Product Markov Chain M Â A
We now return to the question of how to calculate the satisfaction set Sat M ðÞ with ¼ P fflp ð I Þ. First, we recursively apply an asCSL-model checking algorithm to the state formulas that occur in the program . As soon as the satisfaction sets Sat M ð Þ are known for all state formulas in , we can treat them as atomic propositions. Then, we apply standard algorithms to construct a (nondeterministic) finite automaton A for (viewed as an ordinary regular expression over the alphabet AE). We then consider A as an NPA and build the product of the ASMC M and A (which is defined below) and finally apply a CSL model checking algorithm to M Â A to calculate the probability to reach a final automaton state within the given time interval I.
Definition 24 (Product Markov chain M Â A). Let M ¼
ðS; Act; AP; L; RÞ be an ASMC and let A ¼ ðZ; AE; , Z 0 ; F Þ be an NPA. The product ASMC is defined as The idea behind the definition of R Â is to copy the transitions from M, provided that the corresponding transition is possible in the current set of states of A.
Example 25. one of the sink states (the automaton component is ;) are omitted.
Our goal is to show that the values Prob M ðs; I Þ can be calculated using a model checking procedure for M Â A and the simpler path formula Å Á I accept (which means that a state labeled with the atomic proposition accept will be reached at some point in the time interval I). To establish this result, we first observe that M and M Â A are statewise bisimulation equivalent when the set of atomic propositions in M Â A is restricted to AP, i.e., we deal with the labeling function L Â AP which is given by L Â AP ðhs; ZiÞ ¼ LðsÞ rather than L Â . This follows by the fact that the coarsest equivalence R on S ] ðS Â 2 Z Þ, which identifies any state s with any of its copies hs; Z 0 i where Z 0 Z is a bisimulation. Hence, s $ hs; Z 0 i for all states s in M and all subsets Z 0 of Z. Using (2), we obtain: every state x ¼ ðs; Z 0 Þ of the product Markov chain with accept 2 L Â ðxÞ, a duplicate state x with L Â ðxÞ ¼ faccept g is generated, where accept is a new atomic proposition. These duplicate states are made absorbing (note that x is not necessarily absorbing). The analysis now consists of two phases:
1. In the first phase, the duplicate states are not yet reachable. A transient analysis for time point t is carried out, yielding a probability vectorðtÞ, where, for each duplicate state x, the corresponding probability x ðtÞ is zero (because these states are unreachable). 2. In the second phase, the product Markov chain is modified by redirecting all incoming arcs of a state x ¼ ðs; Z 0 Þ with accept 2 L Â ðxÞ to the corresponding duplicate state x. On this modified Markov chain, a transient analysis for the time point t 0 À t is carried out, taking the vectorðtÞ obtained in the first phase as the initial distribution. This yields the probability vectorðt 0 À tÞ from which the final result is computed as
In [4] , it was shown that the time complexity of the uniformization-based model checking algorithm for CSL formulas of type P fflp ð 1 U ½t;t 0 2 Þ is OðM Á q Á t 0 Þ, where M is the number of transitions in the CTMC and q is the uniformization rate (given by the largest exit rate of a state in the CTMC). In our approach, an asCSL formula of type P fflp ð I Þ is checked by first constructing an NPA A , which has jZj ¼ OðjjÞ states, and then constructing the product Markov chain, which has at most M Á 2 jZj transitions. The uniformization rate and the time bound t 0 are not affected by the product automaton construction. Therefore, the overall time complexity of our algorithm to calculate the satisfaction set for an asCSL formula of type P fflp ð ½t;t 0 Þ is bounded by OðM Á 2 jj Á q Á t 0 Þ.
HANDOVER IN A CELLULAR MOBILE COMMUNICATION NETWORK
In this section, we present an elaborated example in order to illustrate the techniques we have developed. We consider a scalable cellular mobile communication network. Each cell is ruled by a base station subsystem (BSS). We are especially interested in the behavior of the system concerning a distinguished mobile radio station (MS) (also called the distinguished user) moving from one cell to another, thereby possibly triggering a so-called handover procedure.
Handovers between the different cells are managed by the corresponding BSSs and the global mobile switching center (MSC). Depending on the load of the MSC and the availability of channels at the BSSs, a handover might succeed or fail. The model is inspired by the description of the GSM handover procedure in [29] and [30] . We describe the system as a set of synchronizing processes, namely, the switching center, the distinguished user's spatial movement and the user's functional behavior. The properties of interest are expressed with asCSL formulas involving programs. We show the corresponding NPA and relate the size of the resulting product Markov chains to the size of the original model. Finally we use a CSL-model checking tool to evaluate the formulas.
The Model
The distinguished MS is situated in one of several GSM cells and is allowed to move between neighboring cells. Each cell has a hexagonal shape. Together, cells are arranged in such a way that they again form a hexagon. The size of this hexagon is described by the number M of cells that constitute one edge of it. In Fig. 7 , one can see the cell topologies for M ¼ 2 and M ¼ 3. It also illustrates the unique cell identifiers. The parameter M is used for scaling the model; the complete hexagon has
We now describe the model of the MS functional behavior. When not active with a connection, the MS is idle. At any time, the MS can become active, meaning that it either accepts or establishes a (radio) connection. After a while, the connection can be terminated and the MS becomes idle again. If it moves from one cell to another while being active, the corresponding BSS commands a handover to the new cell from the MSC. If the handover is eventually completed, the MS returns to the active state (note that the connection is continued during the entire handover procedure). If the handover procedure is not completed in time, the connection is lost. The connection is then terminated (assume that the distance to the former cell has become too large) and the MS returns to the idle state. Fig. 8 shows a state-transition diagram for the distinguished MS. Transitions are labeled with action names. Note that, in ASMCs, we allow more than one transition between two states as long as they are labeled with different action names. Such "parallel" (or coexisting) transitions (receive and activate) can be found between states Idle and Active. The move transition synchronizes with the user's spatial movement whenever active.
The mobile services switching center (MSC) is modeled by its load. It has low, medium, or high load. The time needed for the handover procedure depends on the current load. Under high load, the MSC does not process any request for handover at all. Table 1 states the rates for transitions labeled with the given actions. Note that all numbers are educated guesses made on the basis of [31] .
asCSL Properties
In the following section, we present several asCSL formulas, which are constructed with two goals in mind: On the one hand, they demonstrate the expressive power of asCSL. On the other hand, they formalize interesting properties of the handover procedure. For each formula, the model checking procedure involves the construction of a product ASMC. The results are interpreted in Section 7.4.
Move
The MS is always free to move from one cell to one of its neighboring cells. We ask whether the probability of moving within the next two minutes (120 seconds) is at least 98 percent. A program describing this behavior is a ¼ ðtrue; ActnfmovegÞ Ã ; ðtrue; moveÞ:
First, the ASMC is allowed to perform arbitrary transitions as long as they are not labeled move. If, then, a move transition occurs, the ASMC has shown the specified behavior. Fig. 9a shows an NPA for a .
The complete asCSL formula becomes a ¼ P >0:98 ð ½0;120 a
Þ:
In this case, we could still state a CSL formula that has the same meaning. Moving is equivalent to being in one cell at one moment and in another cell at the next moment. So, the following CSL path formula describes moving out of a cell ði; jÞ within 120 seconds:
'ði; jÞ ¼ InCellði; jÞ U ½0;120 :InCellði; jÞ:
A CSL formula equivalent to a is then ¼ _ i;j P >0:98 ð'ði; jÞÞ:
It has to account for every cell the MS might be in. This makes the formula lengthy. We think that the asCSL version is much more readable and elegant. Note, however, that property a can be expressed (in a straightforward manner) in aCSL by a single until operator, decorated with the action move as the final action.
Inbound Connection
In this paragraph, we describe an asCSL formula that relies on a special feature of ASMCs: the possibility of having more than one transition between two states. See an NPA for b in Fig. 9b . With b ¼ P !0:3 ½0; 2500 b , we check whether the probability of receiving an inbound connection within the next 2,500 seconds (without activating an outbound call) is at least 30 percent. Consider also the following asCSL formula: S ¼ S !0:85 ð b Þ. It holds if the steady-state probability of states that satisfy b is at least 85 percent.
Outdated Handover
When the MS moves from one cell to the next, the BSS requests a handover to the new cell. However, the model does not prevent the MS from moving on to yet another cell. This behavior is not explicitly visible in the model: Here, a handover is simply made to the cell the MS is in, no matter where it has been in between. In reality this type of A move while the MS is active triggers a handover. Lines (4/3) describe the system inside the handover procedure. A move (6) leads to an outdated handover. An NPA for the program c is given in Fig. 9c. 
Return without Interruption
Assume that the MS initiates a connection while in the center cell ðM; MÞ. It is free to move between cells. We would like it to leave the center cell and to return within 10 minutes (600 seconds) without terminating or losing the connection. Is the probability for this scenario at least 10 percent? Coded into an asCSL-formula this reads d ¼ The regular expression first ensures that the user activates a connection while being in the center cell (7) . Then, the user can behave arbitrarily, as long as the connection is not ended via a deactivate or loss event (8) . At some time, the user must have left the center cell (9) and can again behave arbitrarily, as long as the connection remains established (10) . Finally, he should return to the center cell (11) . Fig. 9d shows an NPA for the program d .
Ping-Pong
Sometimes there are handovers from a cell ði; jÞ to a neighboring cell ði 0 ; j 0 Þ and back to cell ði; jÞ within a short time interval. From a performance point of view, this is not desirable since, presumably, the call could have remained in cell ði; jÞ.
A ping-pong between cell ði; jÞ and its neighboring cells is described by the program for ði;jÞ : Fig. 9e . All possible ping-pong situations are described by e ¼ S ði;jÞ ði;jÞ . The NPA for e consists of one replica of the automaton in Fig. 9e for each cell ði; jÞ. It has an initial and a final state for each cell. The asCSL-formula e ¼ P 0:01 ð ½0;10 e Þ formalizes the following question: "During an active connection, is the probability of such a pingpong handover to occur within 10 seconds at most 1 percent?"
Tool Support/Implementation
A prototype that performs the construction of the product Markov chain given an ASMC and an NPA has been implemented in C++.
For modeling and evaluation, we employ a stochastic Petri net (SPN) model of the cellular system. All components of the systems are described by simple state machines; we therefore do not show their SPN representation here. The SPN is described in an extension of CSPL [32] , which also allows the specification of marking-dependent properties, which can be seen as atomic propositions in the underlying Markov chain. The state space generation code of [33] has been extended in order to record these properties and the transition names (as action labels) and generates an ASMC, including any coexisting transitions. A state of the ASMC generated for this example is a triple consisting of the current cell the MS resides in, the state of the MS, and the load of the MSC. An example for such a state is ((2.2), Idle, low). The actions in Act are listed in Table 1 . The set of atomic propositions AP is given by the possible states of the MS, that is, Idle, Active, RequestHandover, and WaitForHandover, and atomic propositions related to the position of the MS, that is, InCellði; iÞ or InCenterCell.
Programs are described directly via their corresponding NPA. Our prototype implementation takes the ASMC and the NPA as input and computes the reduced product Markov chain where only reachable states are generated and where accept-states and reject states hs; ;i with an empty automaton part are merged into two special states.
The final computation of the satisfaction relation of the corresponding CSL formula is done using CSL model checking procedures. The size of the ASMCs was restricted by the runtime of the prototype implementation computing the reduced product Markov chain.
Results
Product Markov Chains.
Fig . 10a shows the number of states and (Fig. 10b shows the number of transitions of the original ASMC model of a cellular radio network and of the product Markov chains needed for the model checking procedure of the given asCSL-formulas as a function of the number M of cells per hexagon edge that ranges from 2 to 10.
The original model has 3,252 states and 27,900 transitions for M ¼ 10. For all presented programs, the number of states in the product Markov chain is equal to or larger than in the original ASMC. This could be expected, since the state space is a subset of the Cartesian product S Â 2 jZj . For the "move" (Section 7.2.1) and "inbound connection" programs (Section 7.2.2), the state space is the original state space plus the two special merge states for rejecting and accepting states. No additional states are created because , after allowing arbitrary behavior, the automata go directly to their final states once the decisive action (move or receive) occurs. For the programs of "outdated handover" (Section 7.2.3) and "return without interruption" (Section 7.2.4), the size of the state space is roughly scaled by a factor of 1.75. This is the result of having more than one automaton state visited before reaching a final state.
The largest state space is the one of the ping-pong property (Section 7.2.5); it has more than 44,000 states for M ¼ 10. Because we keep only those states from which the accept state is reachable and merge the others into one absorbing state, the number of states can also become smaller than the original state space. However, with the presented examples and formulas, this is not the case. The program for "inbound connection" leads to a product Markov chain in which there is exactly one transition for each transition in the original model. Transitions labeled receive now lead into the newly created accept state, transitions labeled activate lead into the reject state.
Even though the program for "move" has exactly the same structure as the program for "inbound connection," it generates fewer transitions. This is because of the merging of accept states into one state, which causes also all move transitions (up to six) leaving a state to be aggregated into a single transition.
For the properties "outdated handover" and "return without interruption," the number of transitions in the product Markov chain is smaller than in the original ASMC as well. The corresponding program automata are very restrictive, in the sense that in each state of the original ASMC only a subset of all outgoing transitions is allowed by the NPA. The NPA for "ping-pong" allows a broad range of different combinations of states and transitions. Consequently, it shows the largest growth in state space, and the number of transitions is much larger than in the original model (147;175 for M ¼ 10).
Model Checking
Applying a CSL model checker to the "move" product Markov chains reveals that all states of the ASMC satisfy the "move" formula a for all parameters M. This is not surprising, since the move transition exists in every state and the mean time between two moves is 1=0:02 ¼ 50 seconds. This results in a sufficiently high probability of moving within two minutes.
The "inbound connection" formula b is only satisfied by part of the states. That means that for some of the states the probability of having an inbound call within the next 2,500 seconds is less than 30 percent. To see the satisfaction of b on the long run, we consider the formula S ¼ S !0:85 ð b Þ. Since the ASMC is strongly connected, the satisfaction set of S is either empty or equals the complete state space. For M ¼ 2; . . . ; 6, no state satisfies the steady-state formula. The accumulated steadystate probability for all b -states is smaller than 85 percent. For M ¼ 7; . . . ; 10, all states satisfy formula S .
Not all states satisfy the "outdated handover" formula. For states where the MS is active and the MSC has low load, there are some states that do not fulfill c . The cells are arranged in rings around the center cell ðM; MÞ, as can be seen in Fig. 7 . If the MS resides in one of the M À 2 inner rings (and is active and the MSC load is low), the probability of following the behavior defined by c is above 3.5 percent and the state does not satisfy c .
Formula d ("return without interruption") is not valid in any state. For most of the states, the probability of following a path specified by d is 0 anyway because the MS is not in the center cell. But also for those states where the MS is in the center cell, the probability of returning with an ongoing call is too small to meet the bound.
Finally, in all states of the ASMC the "ping-pong" formula e holds. This is not surprising when making a comparison with the result of checking d : Already, the less restrictive specification of returning to the same cell yields very low probabilities and the probability of having a pingpong handover is even always below 1 percent.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced the logic asCSL as a new temporal logical framework for reasoning about performance and dependability measures for Markov chains with both action labels and state labels. asCSL subsumes CSL (with time intervals ½0; t) as well as several other logics that have recently been suggested in the literature, such as aCSL, aCSL+ [7] , [11] , [12] , [13] . Although the proposed logic asCSL is quite expressive, it still yields a simple and intuitive specification formalism, as illustrated by the example provided in Section 7, where complex properties referring to both state labels and actions have been formalized by means of rather simple asCSL formulas.
The model checking problem for asCSL can be solved by a procedure that combines well-known techniques for finite automata and for verifying continuous-time Markov chains. The calculation of the satisfaction set for formulas of type P fflp ð I Þ relies on a reduction to the CSL model checking problem via a product construction of the Markov chain M and an automaton for the path formula I , while the treatment of other formulas is exactly as in CSL. Thus, established techniques and tools for CSL model checking are still applicable for reasoning about complex properties specified by asCSL formulas.
